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Pastתרגול Simpleקטעים-השלמת

Complete the Text with the Past Simple Form of the Words Below

Word Bank: fly, land, feel, take, not see, explore, discover, eat, meet,

return

Emily and her family ____________ to Japan last summer. They

____________ in Tokyo and immediately ____________ the excitement of

the city. They ____________ a tour bus to ____________ the historical sites.

Along the way, they ____________ some amazing food they had

____________ before. They also ____________ some local artists and

____________ their artwork. Finally, they ____________ home with lots of

memories.

Word Bank: drive, arrive, hike, not find, take, enjoy, see, lose, have, go

Last weekend, Mark and his friends ____________ to a national park. They

____________ early in the morning and decided to ____________ up a

mountain. They ____________ a map but ____________ their way a few

times. Nevertheless, they ____________ the adventure and ____________

some breathtaking views. They ____________ photos to remember the day

and ____________ a picnic near a lake. At sunset, they ____________ back

to their campsite.
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Answers:

Text 1
Emily and her family flew to Japan last summer. They landed in Tokyo

and immediately felt the excitement of the city. They took a tour bus to

explore the historical sites. Along the way, they ate some amazing food

they had not seen before. They alsomet some local artists and

discovered their artwork. Finally, they returned home with lots of

memories.

Text 2
Last weekend, Mark and his friends drove to a national park. They

arrived early in the morning and decided to hike up a mountain. They

had a map but lost their way a few times. Nevertheless, they enjoyed the

adventure and saw some breathtaking views. They took photos to

remember the day and had a picnic near a lake. At sunset, they went

back to their campsite.
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